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dwelle.ing: concept & customisation sheet
Carillion-igloo custom build project, Heartlands, Cornwall

The building concept responds effortlessly to the occupants’ requirements - it can be personalised from the outset, but can easily change to meet individual tastes
and preferences over time. Each dwelle.ing has been designed to allow a client to customise the interior and exterior, not unlike buying a car.
For the building exterior there is a range of cladding materials including stone, brick and timber. There are also many internal options to choose from. They range from
different heating types, choices in lighting, varying degrees of comfort control, a wide range of finishes and fittings, and all of the options and additions are incredibly
energy efficient.
The building system may have been standardised to achieve high levels of design and construction, but the individual dwelle.ing will be personal and sit comfortably
within it’s environment.

option 1: orientation*

option 2: upside-down living

option 3: 2, 3 or 4 bedrooms

option 4: external materials

option 5: rooflights

option 6: added insulation

option 7: renewable energy

option 8: space heating

does your home need a more private front or
should the large open windows of the living room
face forwards providing a different aspect?

select how many rooflights you would like - they
can be positioned over the top floor bedroom, the
shower room and over the staircase.

do you prefer the more conventional option of living
space on the ground floor, or on the upper floor
with the benefit of a double-height space?

we can add a further 50mm of sheeps wool
insulation, make all the windows tripled glazed and
add a PCM board that replicates thermal mass.

our 3-bedroom layouts will allow for a double height
space over the living room or master bedroom (if
the living rooms are on the ground floor).

we can integrate PV solar panels into the roof and
an air-source heat pump that could potentially give
you free heating and hot water.

you can select from a combination of fibre cement
panels, stone or brick with untreated larch, western
red cedar or zinc on the upper floors.

there are a couple of underfloor heating options
which can also be complemented by introducing a
high quality wood burning stove.

internal fit-out options: fittings & finishes

there is a wide variety of options to choose from, each with clear descriptions and pricing; these include...

lighting

switches

kitchens & appliances

* if possible, the larger windows should face South for the building to be more energy efficient

sanitary fittings

wall & floor tiles

fitted furniture

flooring

